
Award Winners
These books can be found in Non-Fiction.

This Promise of Change : One Girl'sThis Promise of Change : One Girl's
Story in the Fight for School EqualityStory in the Fight for School Equality
by Jo Ann Allen Boyce | J 379.263 BOY
A versed account shares the experiences of
one of the young people who made history

joining 11 other African American students to integrate
Central High School, 1956 Little Rock. 1000 Lexile @

The UndefeatedThe Undefeated
by Kwame Alexander | J 811 ALE
Celebrates black American heroism and
culture in a picture-book rendering of his
performance on ESPN's The Undefeated. @

All in a Drop : How Antony vanAll in a Drop : How Antony van
Leeuwenhoek Discovered anLeeuwenhoek Discovered an
Invisible WorldInvisible World
by Lori Alexander | J 921 Leeuwenhoek
A chapter book biography of the self-taught

scientist popularly known as the “Father of
Microbiology” describes how he built his own
microscope, advancing humanity’s understanding of the
microbe world. 890 Lexile @

Free LunchFree Lunch by Rex Ogle | J 921 Ogle
A sixth grader from an economically
disadvantaged family struggles in a new
school, he endures humiliation over second-
hand clothing & daily requests for his
school’s free lunch program. HL540 Lexile @

Soldier for EqualitySoldier for Equality
by Duncan Tonatiuh | J 921 Saenz
The life of José de la Luz Sáenz, who helped
create the League of United Latin American
Citizens, the oldest Latino civil rights
organization. 860 Lexile @

Torpedoed : The True Story of theTorpedoed : The True Story of the
World War II Sinking of "TheWorld War II Sinking of "The
Children's Ship"Children's Ship"
by Deborah Heiligman | J 940.54 HEI
An account of the attack and sinking of the
World War II passenger ship SS City of
Benares describes how it joined a convoy
heading toward the safety of Canada before it was
torpedoed by a German submarine. 840 Lexile
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These books can be found in OLDER FICTION.
* First in a series

@ Electronic book or audiobook available
GN Graphic novel
HL High interest, low text complexity

The Other Half of HappyThe Other Half of Happy
by Rebecca Balcarcel
Twelve-year-old Quijana is a biracial girl,
desperately trying to understand the
changes in her life; she is about to start
seventh grade in the Texas town and she
is worried about fitting in--and Quijana
suspects that her parents are keeping

secrets, because she is sure there is something wrong
with her little brother, Memito. HL570 Lexile @

Each Tiny SparkEach Tiny Spark
by Pablo Cartaya
Sixth-grader Emilia Torres struggles with
ADHD, her controlling abuela, her
mother's work commitments, her father's
distance after returning from
deployment, evolving friendships, and a
conflict over school redistricting.
680 Lexile @

Lety Out LoudLety Out Loud
by Angela Cervantes
When Lety jumps at the chance to write
animal profiles for the Furry Friends
Animal Shelter, she is forced to team up
with a grumpy classmate named Hunter,
who devises a contest to decide who gets
to be the official shelter scribe.
720 Lexile

* New Kid* New Kid
by Jerry Craft (Graphic Novel)
After his parents send him to a prestigious
private school known for its academics,
Jordan Banks finds himself torn between
two worlds. GN320 Lexile @

RefugeeRefugee
by Alan Gratz
A Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi
Germany, a Cuban girl trying to escape
the riots and unrest plaguing her
country in 1994, and a Syrian boy in
2015 whose homeland is torn apart by

violence and destruction, embark on harrowing
journeys in search of refuge. 800 Lexile @
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Scary Stories for Young FoxesScary Stories for Young Foxes
by Christian McKay Heidicker
When seven little foxes sneak out of their
warm den to find the storyteller, they try
to make it through all eight scary stories
before they head home for the night.
Lexile 640

* Sal & Gabi Break the Universe* Sal & Gabi Break the Universe
by Carlos Alberto Pablo Hernandez
To heal after his mother's death, thirteen-
year-old Sal learns to reach into time and
space to retrieve things--and people--
from other universes. Lexile 700 @

Song for a WhaleSong for a Whale by Lynne Kelly
Twelve-year-old Iris and her grandmother,
both deaf, drive from Texas to Alaska with
Iris's plan to help Blue-55, a whale unable
to communicate with other whales.
Lexile 800 @

** Tristan Strong Punches a HoleTristan Strong Punches a Hole
in the Skyin the Sky by Kwame Mbalia
Tristan dreads a visit to his grandparents’
Alabama farm before a bizarre living doll
snatches away his friend’s notebook and
draws him into a world of burning seas,
iron monsters and exhausted black folk
heroes. Lexile HL680 @

Indian No MoreIndian No More
by Charlene Willing McManis
When Regina's Umpqua tribe is legally
terminated and her family must relocate
from Oregon to Los Angeles, she goes on
a quest to understand her identity as an
Indian despite being far from home.
Lexile 720

The Best at ItThe Best at It by Maulik Pancholy
Twelve-year-old Rahul Kapoor, an Indian-
American boy growing up in small-town
Indiana, struggles to come to terms with
his identity, including that he may be gay.
Lexile HL620 @

The Distance Between Me andThe Distance Between Me and
the Cherry Treethe Cherry Tree
by Paola Peretti
When her encroaching blindness causes
people to treat her differently, 10-year-old
Mafalda hides the truth about how rapidly
her sight is deteriorating and finds

inspiration in the example of a favorite book
character. Lexile 740

Look Both Ways : a Tale ToldLook Both Ways : a Tale Told
in Ten Blocksin Ten Blocks
by Jason Reynolds
An exploration of the role detours play
in life follows a group of students who
become engaged in everyday activities
while taking 10 different routes home
from school that they fail to notice a school bus that has
dropped from the sky. Lexile 750 @

StargazingStargazing
by Jen Wang (Graphic Novel)
Growing up in the same Chinese-
American suburb, perfectionist Christine
and artistic, confident, impulsive Moon
become unlikely best friends, whose
friendship is tested by jealousy, social
expectations, and illness. Lexile 510

Other Words for HomeOther Words for Home
by Jasmine Warga
Sent with her mother to the safety of a
relative's home in Cincinnati when her
Syrian hometown is overshadowed by
violence, Jude worries for the family
members who were left behind as she
adjusts to a new life with unexpected
surprises. Lexile 930 @

Genesis Begins AgainGenesis Begins Again
by Alicia Williams
Thirteen-year-old Genesis tries again and
again to lighten her black skin, thinking it
is the root of her family's troubles, before
discovering reasons to love herself as is.
Lexile 670 @
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